
WHOM YOU RECEIVED!                       

“CHI-XI-STIGMA” 
Joh 5:43  I am come in my Father's name, and ye receive me not: if another shall 

come in his own name, him ye will receive.  

  

And him you did receive “chi-xi-stigma”  

Jer 23:27  Which think to cause my people to forget my name by their dreams 

which they tell every man to his neighbour, as their fathers have forgotten my 

name for Baal.  

He came in his fathers name  Yehovah.  

Yeshua, Yahusha, Yashua all mean Yehovah saves do not rail about the 

pronouncing of his name like the word police who force the palio Hebrew on 

everyone for even in the English tongue his name would be Joshua! 

There’s but by one name by which you may be saved go read even how he 

intends to remove the name of baal from his childrens mouth  

Hos 2:17  For I will take away the names of Baalim out of her mouth, and they 

shall no more be remembered by their name.  

Revelations 13:18: 

¨Here is wisdom. Let him that hath understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a 

man; and his number is Six hundred threescore and six.¨ 

666 is a pictogram (an image), a monogram (short for a name), and a mark (a symbol like a letter, x f.i). 

666 translates to three letters in Greek. Chi, Xi and Sigma/Stigma. For: 

The pictogram: Chi=600, Xi=60, and Stigma=6 in Greek gematria. The letters translate to ¨Christ (on a) 

cross (being) pierced. ¨ The abomination that makes desolate. 

 



The monogram: The Greek letters chi, xi, and sigma translate to XES in the latin alphabet. XESUS is a 

Hebrew variant of Jesus. XES, XS, and X was the monogram of Jesus throughout church-history. XES-

US. Variations of these are HES, IES and JES. Jesus Christ or Jesus H. Christ as he is known. The H is 

for Horus: J(Zeus) Horus Krishna. 

Below you have The letters IHS with a T or cross on top are depicted in most Catholic churches and are 

embroidered on all white priest-dresses of the Catholic Church during service and represent the 666 

Babylon covert-religion practiced by the ancient romans up to date, covertly through Christianity, inc. the 

pagan roman Saturnalia/Christmas, and the Babylonian Ishtar/Easter. So IHS stands for Isis, Horus and 

Set, the unholy trinity of the book of Revelations; the Whore, the Beast and Set, the Dragon or ¨Python.¨ 

The T or cross is for Tammuz. 

 
 

The mark: The mark of the beast is an X, or a T. The X is the old Hebrew mark of sin which marked Cain 

who slayed Abel. Yet a more notable connection comes from the mark of the son of God in the 

Babylonian trinity, Tammuz, who had the X, and T as his mark and was widely popular even at the time of 

Yeshua . He was a vegetation, and resurrection god. His followers wept over him for 40 days in what we 

today call Lent, which happens 40 days after Easter. Coincidence? 

The Babylonians also marked themselves with an X, or a T for Tammuz on their foreheads, just like the 

Catholic Church marked everyone with a cross (666) on their forehead, or else, you could not buy or sell. 

You see much of Christianity stems from mystery Babylon. 

Another variation of the pre-Christian cross is for instance the ¨ankh¨ of the Egyptian Horus. 

The Israelite ¨Shema¨ is the confession that God is one, and the mark of every true believers’ forehead. 

(Exodus 13:16, Deuturonomy 6, and Revelations 14:1) We see that the father of the lamb in 14:1 is God 

Yehovah, and that the lamb of Rev.13, and 14 is the same: Jesus Christ. Remember: The Bible forbids 

worship of pagan idols like the cross. 

Exodus 13:16, and Revelations 13:16 is the same verse, about Jews binding the tefillin to their forehead 

and right arm. The tefillin is a black box with Torah verses about the Mosaic law inside. They are BOUND 

by the law. The law used to be a slavery. Now it is a BLESSING! Revelations warns us of this practice. 

What then is it we worship today? Jesus on the cross. 666 chi xi stigmata. 

The cross is a pagan symbol. 



. One could also depict him as the light, the way, the truth, the life, the door, the word, the good shepherd, 

the I Am, or depict him as he prefers: A majestic King and righteous judge sitting on his throne at the 

father’s right hand, not someone who looks weak on a cross. One should certainly not depict Jesus as an 

animal, that is, the Lion. 

As animism and idolatry is forbidden in Judaism and Christianity, depicting Yeshua who called himself 

¨the son of man¨/ THE man, as an ANIMAL, often without connotation to whom we are referring to, is 

heretical. He is the man of men, the King of Kings, and not an animal. 

What then about the name Jesus? 

Je Jesus is Latin, and is divided in two syllables. Je and Sus. 

Je is pronounced the same same as Ge or Geo, and comes from Greek Ge, and Geo, which comes from 

Greek Ge, which means earth, ground or soil, as in ¨geography¨ both in Greek and Latin. (Webster 

seventh New Collegiate Dictionary) 

Sus 

Sus, or Suis simply means swine, hog or pig in Latin according to Latin-English-Latin Java Dictionary with 

Whitaker’s Wordlist. 

Conclusion: 

So Je-SUS translates to ¨earth pig¨, ¨earthly swine, or ¨the 1st and 2nd BEAST of the Earth.¨ They made 

Yeshua into chi, xi stigma 666, the image of dying, corruptible man, the abominable Babylonian tradition 

of sacrificing a pig to Ishtar/Easter. 

The cross is bold display of the Vatican`s true pagan roots, namely human sacrifice, black magic, which 

they hide it in the open through cross symbolism. 

The real meaning of the name Jesus portrays that the Babylonian Catholic Church, the Great Whore of 

Babylon (Rome sits on 7 mountains as the whore in Revelations) sees the easter-sacrifice as Jesus! 

The cross pollutes the alter and renders the Temple of Yehovah (man) unfit for service or worship to 

Yehovah, causing the oblation (daily sacrifice) of the 2nd Temple to cease, e.g Jesus is the Antichrist. The 

cross is the biblical Abominable Sacrifice that Causes the Desolation of the Temple of Yehovah  , and the 

temple of the human body. 

.  And the doctrine of Christianity demonstrates this is true by worshipping a man above Yehovah on the 

Pesach of the Hebrews, replaced with the Babylonian Easter! Revelations 14 further warns us that only 

those who have the name of the FATHER of the lamb will be saved.. 

Easter is a day that is honoured by nearly all of contemporary Christianity and is used to celebrate the 

resurrection of Jesus Christ. 

The holiday often involves a church service at sunrise, a feast which includes an “Easter Ham”, decorated 

eggs and stories about rabbits. 

Those who love truth learn to ask questions, and many questions must be asked regarding the holiday of 

Easter. 

The Easter Pig. 

Pesach in Hebrew is Passover, Easter is the Babylonian Ishtar, (also Inanna and Semiramis, widow of 

Nimrod, mother of Tammuz in comparative mythology) the name of the bare-breasted pagan fertility 

goddess of the east who came out of Heaven in a giant egg (or meteor) , landing in the Euphrates river at 

sunrise on the first Sunday after the vernal equinox, busting out turning into a bird and then into an egg-

laying rabbit. 

After that point in time the priest of Ishtar would sacrifice infants (Ishtar-pigs/Jesus/Earth-pig), and then 

take the eggs of Easter, and dye them in the blood of the sacrificed infants to keep the fertility goddess 

powerful. 

“Ishtar”, which is pronounced “Easter” was a day that commemorated the resurrection of one of their gods 

that they called “Tammuz”, who was believed to be the only begotten son of the moon-goddess and the 



sun-god. Together, they represented the Origin of the Holy Trinity, and are the oldest trinity of Gods in the 

world. 

Tammuz was noted to be especially fond of rabbits, and they became sacred in the ancient religion. 

Tammuz was believed to be the son of the sun-god, Nimrod or Baal in the Babylonian versions. Tammuz, 

like his supposed father, became a hunter. 

The day came when Tammuz was killed by a wild pig. 

Queen Semiramis told the people that Tammuz was now ascended to his father, Nimrod/Baal, and that 

the two of them would be with the worshippers in the sacred candle or lamp flame as Father, Son and 

Spirit. 

Semiramis, who was now worshipped as the “Mother of God and Queen of Heaven”, continued to build 

her mystery religion. 

The queen told the worshippers that when Tammuz was killed by the wild pig, some of his blood fell on 

the stump of an evergreen tree, and the stump grew into a full new tree overnight. This made the 

evergreen tree sacred by the blood of Tammuz. This is the origin of the Christmas tree, which is biblically 

forbidden in 

Jeremiah 10:3-4 For the customs of the peoples are worthless; they cut down a tree from the forest; it is 

shaped with a chisel by the hands of a craftsman. They adorn it with silver and gold and fasten it with 

hammer and nails, so that it will not totter. 

She also proclaimed a forty-day period of time of sorrow each year prior to the anniversary of the death of 

Tammuz. (Origin of the Islamic Ramadan.) 

During this time, no meat was to be eaten. 

Worshippers were to meditate upon the sacred mysteries of Baal and Tammuz, and to make the sign of 

the “T” in front of their hearts as they worshipped. 

They also ate sacred cakes with the marking of a “T” or cross on the top, like our priests do, the oblate or 

sacrament, flesh of Christ. 

Every year, on the first Sunday after the first full moon after the spring equinox, a celebration was made. 

It was Ishtar’s Sunday and was celebrated with rabbits and eggs. 

Semiramis also proclaimed that because Tammuz was killed by a pig, that a pig must be eaten on that 

Sunday. 

“Jesus” is the “Earthly Pig of Ishtar” this is why ham is eaten on Easter because a pig killed Semiramis 

son Tammuz, the god associated with Jesus in mystery religion and comparative mythology. 

The priests of Ishtar impregnated the priestesses of Ishtar every Easter. The infants born from the 

previous Easters were called Ishtar-pigs and were sacrificed to Ishtar. As eggs were sacred for Ishtar`s 

(the fertility goddess) continual rebirth: The eggs were dyed in the blood of infants. That`s why we 

celebrate Easter today. 

Every Easter: The roman catholic church sacrifices these Ishtar/Ashtar clones from the shroud of Turin.  

This comes into clear view through the Pizzagate scandal, child-trafficking, and Vatican 

The Catholic church declares their belief in the Babylonian trinity (where Lucifer is God) during (taken 

from 2014) their annual easter mass Easter-mass: “His flames dawning his (Lucifer`s) own creation. May I 

say O`Lucifer, who knows no setting. Christ, your son, who came back from the dead, and shed his 

peaceful light to the human race, and is alive, and reigns forever and ever.“  

Go find it on YouTube, 

We already covered the Babylonian origin of the trinity, and Tammuz as the original son-of-god figure. 

What to conclude from this? We see that John warned us about Yeshua being made unto the image of 

pre-Christian Tammuz-myths. As a beast is an empire in biblical language: He warns us about Roman 

Catholicism, and the continuation of mystery-Babylon in the guise of Christianity. Did you really think 666 

was some chip under the skin? That would be too easy to fall for! 

Christians make Yeshua into something he wasn`t. Scripture is clear that Yeshua LEARNT to be free 

from sin. 



Hebrews 5: 7-10 

During the days of Yeshua’s ’ earthly life, He offered up prayers and petitions with loud cries and tears to 

the One who could save Him from death, and He was heard because of His reverence. Although He was 

a Son, He learned obedience from what He suffered, and having been made perfect, He became the 

source of eternal salvation to all who obey Him and was designated by God as high priest in the order of 

Melchizedek. 

¨Learned obedience. ¨ The Bible does not state that Yeshua was free from sin from the beginning. He 

was ¨God`s only son¨ in that he had the perfect astrological birthchart which we covered, and that he was 

the firstborn of the new covenant/Heavenly body. We also become like Yeshua: Sons of God under the 

new covenant, and Yeshua is more like the Muslims view him: A prophet, and not ¨God`s only son. ¨ That 

is a relative truth as God has no son in Judaism ok? 

We are too easy to forget what Yeshua tells us after he says ¨I am the way, the truth, and the life. ¨ The 

continuation is as follows: Nobody comes to the father except through me. 

Yeshua is the DOOR, and our eternal high-priest in Heaven. 

The pagan cross is not to be worshipped. It is however clear from healing accounts, accounts of 

salvation, etc, that it has been observed in mercy of ignorance as a redemptive symbol, although being 

the thorn in Christianity. For in times past our most recent generations did not know this we on the other 

hand are the end days children of Gods wrath (lest we be reborn) whom are without excuse!  

(Dan 12:4  But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the end: many 

shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased.) 

Prophecy also tells us that some people he won’t even remove the name of baal out of their mouth until 

the second exodus 

Hos 2:16  And it shall be at that day, saith the LORD, that thou shalt call me Ishi; and shalt call me no 

more Baali. 

Hos 2:17  For I will take away the names of Baalim out of her mouth, and they shall no more be 

remembered by their name. 

The first Christians did not use the symbol of the cross. They used the symbol of pisces – the symbol of 

the astrological age of the fish. 

Is Jesus the second beast? Yes and no! Jesus is the first beast rising from the sea, the sea which symbol 

is Xi/the cross. The beasts are empires/military-powers. The military power goes to perdition: Not Jesus! 

And must be read in the intended context. 

The second beast/false prophet of the first beast in Rev.13 is the pope that is also the little horn in Daniel 

7:8. The Bible says the pope/Vatican was given power to breathe life into the image of the beast (the 

pictogram/cross) so that it could speak! And the number of (primarily in this context the Great Beast) is 

666. We are told not to take this mark in Revelations 14:9-11. Do not worship the cross! Idols are 

forbidden in Judaism! John feared this, and encrypted a message that warns us of worshipping Christ 

crucified! Christ is RISEN not crucified! The original symbol for Christianity was the fish/pisces. Other 

symbols that could have been better than the cross is the Menorah (you don’t need to do this! ) , just as it 

would be more suitable for Israel to be flying the menorah on their flag, & not the star of remphan 

Worshipping a crucified man might lead to death-worship, and even necromancy, Satanism and 

vampirism! 

Repent for the hour has come and it is even at the door enter into the one and 

only door and one and only gate Yeshua for indeed with his Fathers holy 

covenant of promise (10 commandments) and rainbow covenant Yah saves!!! 

Learn to make difference between the profane and the holy   

(And don’t use google translate to figure this out cuz it’s rigged you can’t see if Yeshua means Jesus in 

Hebrew because Yeshua is not an English word!) 

 


